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CONSTANT ISOTROPIC SUBMANIFOLDS
WITH 4-PLANAR GEODESICS

JIN SUK PAK AND KUNIO SAKAMOTO

ABSTRACT. Let / be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold M

into M. We prove that if / is constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic and M is a

Euclidean sphere, then M is isometric to one of compact symmetric spaces of

rank equal to one and / is congruent to a direct sum of standard minimal im-

mersions. We also determine constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic, totally real

immersions into a complex projective space of constant holomorphic sectional

curvature.

0. Introduction. In [15], O'Neill studied isotropic immersions and showed

that if the difference between the sectional curvatures of the submanifold and the

ambient manifold is constant for any plane section tangent to the submanifold, then

the codimension must be high compared with the dimension of the submanifold un-

less the immersion is totally geodesic or umbilical. The class of (constant) isotropic

immersions (for instance, into a sphere) seems to be too large to classify them. For

example, the composition of two isotropic immersions is also isotropic and for two

given isotropic immersions fy and f2 into 5P(1) and 5a(l), respectively, their "di-

rect sum" (cos8fy,sin8f2) into 5p+,+1(l) is also isotropic for any 9. Furthermore,

it is well known that there are many constant isotropic immersions in equivariant

isometric immersions of homogeneous spaces.

An isometric immersion /: A_ —► M is said to be 4-planar geodesic if, for each

geodesic r of M, the curve / o 7 is locally contained in a 4-dimensional totally

geodesic submanifold of M. The class of 4-planar geodesic immersions (into a

sphere) is also large. At least, an isometric immersion of a surface into a 4-

dimensional Riemannian manifold is always 4-planar geodesic.

In this paper, we try to classify immersions in the intersection of these classes. In

particular, we are able to classify constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic (resp. and

totally real) immersions of connected, complete Riemannian manifolds into a unit

sphere (resp. complex projective space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature

4).

In §1, we give basic equations used later and some definitions. In §2, we prove

that if / is a constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic (resp. and totally real) immersion

into a real space form (resp. CPq(c)), then / is a helical immersion of order < 4.

Here we recall that an isometric immersion /: M —» M is called a helical immersion
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of order d if, for each geodesic 7 of M, the curve / o 7 in M has constant Frenet

curvatures which are independent of the chosen geodesic and the osculating order is

equal to d [20]. In [8], it was shown that if /: M —► (real space form) is an isometric

immersion with every geodesic being of order d (even) and the Frenet curvatures

Ki, ■ ■ ■ ,K(d/2)-i are constant (independent of the chosen geodesic), then / is a

helical immersion of order d. However, it should be noticed that our assumption

"4-planar geodesic and constant isotropic" is weaker than [8] when d = 4 and the

ambient manifold is a real space form. In §3, we generalize the results about helical,

minimal immersions of order < 4 into spheres [21, 22] to not necessarily minimal

ones and show that the submanifolds are compact symmetric spaces of rank one.

T. Tsukada [24] proved that every helical immersion of a compact symmetric space

of rank one into a sphere is congruent to a direct sum of some standard minimal

immersions and calculated the order of the direct sum (see also [7]). Making use

of his result, we classify constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic immersions into a

unit sphere (Theorem 3.6). In contrast with a real space form, we should note

that a curve of order d with constant Frenet curvatures in a complex space form

is not always contained in a d-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold. We can

see this fact in the classification of isotropic, totally real submanifolds with parallel

second fundamental forms in CPq(c), which was done in [11]. By using [11], we

classify constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic, totally real immersions into CPq(4)

(Theorem 3.11). In §4, we show that an example given in the study of stationary

2-type surfaces in a sphere [1] is isotropic and 5-planar geodesic (but not 4-planar

geodesic). This shows that it is impossible to replace "4-planar geodesic" by "5-

planar geodesic" in Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 (see also Remark in §2).

1. Basic equations. Let f:M —> M be an isometric immersion of an n-

dimensional Riemannian manifold M into an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold

M. We denote by V and V the Riemannian connections of M and M, respectively.

The second fundamental form, Weingarten map corresponding to a normal vector

£ and the normal connection is denoted by H, A^ and V-1, respectively.

For vector fields X and Y tangent to M, Gauss and Weingarten's equations are

given by

(1.1) VXY = VXY + H(X,Y),

(1.2) Vx^-AzX + Vxt:,

where £ is a normal vector field. In the sequel, we will deal with the case where the

ambient manifold M is a simply connected, complete Riemannian manifold M(c)

of constant curvature c (i.e., Sm(c),Em or Dm(c)) or a complex projective space

CPq(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, where m — 2q. Let R be the

curvature tensor of M and D the van der Waerden-Bortolotti connection. When

M = M(c), the structure equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively

given by

(1.3) R(X, Y)Z = c{(Y, Z)X - (X, Z)Y} + AH(Y,Z)X - AH(x,z)Y,

(1.4) (DxH)(Y,Z)-(DYH)(X,Z)=0,

(1.5) R±(X, Y)Z = H(X, A<:Y) - H(A^X, Y),
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where i?-1 denotes the curvature tensor of the connection V-1. Let J be the complex

structure of CPq(c). Denote by ProjTM and ProjWM the projections of TCPq(c)

to the tangent bundle TM and the normal bundle NM, respectively and put J =

Pr°JTM°J\TM, JN = Pro']NMoJ\TM, JT = ProjTMo J\NM and J-1 = Proj^o

J[NM. Then we can write

JX = JX + JNX,        J^JtZ + J1-?,

for every tangent vector X and normal vector £. Using these tensors, we can write

structure equations of /: M —► CPq (c) as

R(X, Y)Z = (c/4){(Y, Z)X - (X, Z)Y + (JY, Z)JX

(1-3)' -(JX,Z)JY -2(JX,Y)JZ}

+ AH(Y,z)X - AH(XiZ)Y,

(DXH)(Y,Q)-(DYH)(X,Z)

= (c/A){(JY,Z)JNX - (JX,Z)JNY -2(JX,Y)JNZ},

R±(X,Y)f = (c/4){(JNY,OJNX-(JNX,OJNY-2(JX,Y)JxO

+ H(X,AiY)-H(AiX,Y).

We easily see that Jn — Jt = 0 if and only if M is a Kaehler submanifold. If

J = 0, then /: M —* CPq(c) is said to be totally real and equations (1.3)' and

(1.4)' reduce to the same as (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. Moreover, in the case

where / is totally real, we have

(1.6) (JNY,H(X,Z)) = (JNZ,H(X,Y))

for every X, Y, Z E TXM, which is derived from V J = 0.

A curve r: / —> M defined on an open integral / is said to be d-planar if there

exist an open interval Is (s E Is C /) and a d-dimensional totally geodesic sub-

manifold Ps of M for each s E I such that t(Is) c Ps- An isometric immersion

f:M —► M is said to be d-planar geodesic if r = / o q is d-planar for every

geodesic 7: I —► M. 1-planar geodesic immersions are totally geodesic. 2-planar

geodesic immersions were studied in [9 and 19] and 3-planar geodesic immersions

were studied in [14 and 17].

An isometric immersion /: M —* M is said to be (X-) isotropic if

(1.7) \\H(X,X)\\ = X(w(X))

for every X E UM, where 7r: UM —> M is the projection of the unit tangent bundle

of M and A is a function defined on M (cf. [15]). Moreover, if A is constant, then

the immersion is said to be constant isotropic. We easily see that / is isotropic if

and only if

(1.8) (H(X,X),H(X,Y))=0

for any orthogonal vectors X and Y tangent to M at every point. Equation (1.7)

implies that

(1.9) (H(X, X), H(Y, Y)) + 2\[H(X, Y)\\2 = X2

for orthonormal vectors X and Y. By this equation and (1.3)', we can prove

(cf. [18])
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M be a connected, complete Kaehler manifold of com-

plex dimension r > 2. If f: M —* CPq(c) is an isotropic Kaehler immersion,

then M is isometric to CPr(c/k) and f is equivalent to the kth complex Veronese

immersion for some positive integer k.

In the following section, we shall need a Codazzi equation of the form (1.4) and

hence the assumption that /: M —* CPq(c) is totally real.

2. Frenet curvatures. Let /: M —> M(c) (resp. CPq(c)) be a constant

isotropic (resp. totally real, constant isotropic) immersion. We always assume that

n > 2. Let 7 be any unit speed geodesic of M, x = 7(0) and X = 7(0).

LEMMA 2.1.   For the curve r = / o 7 in M, we have

Vxi = H(X,X),

Vxf=-X2X+(DH)(X3),

Vxf = -X2H(X,X) + (D2H)(X4),

%f = X4X - A{D2H){X4)X - X2(DH)(X3) + (D3H)(X5),

where we have put (DH)(X3) = (DH)(X,X,X) and so on.

PROOF. The first two equations are easily derived from (1.1), (1.2) and (1.8).

Let Y be any unit tangent vector orthogonal to X at x. Extend them to orthonor-

mal, local vector fields X' and Y" around x such that VX' = VY' = 0 at x. Then

from (1.8) and (1.9)

0 = Y ■ ||_J(X\X-)||2 = 2((DH)(Y,X,X,),H(X,X)),

0 = X-(H(X-,X-),H(X\Y-))

= ((DH)(X3),H(X,Y)) + (H(X,X),(DH)(X,X,Y)),

from which we have

(2.1) (H(X, X), (DH)(X, X, Y)) = ((DH)(X3),H(X, Y)) = 0.

Since (H(X,X), (DH)(X3)) = 0, (2.1) holds for any tangent vectors X and Y.

Making use of (2.1), we can easily show the last two equations.    Q.E.D.

If A = 0, then / is totally geodesic. Thus we have only to consider the case

A^O.

LEMMA 2.2. Assume that f is 4-planar geodesic. Then the function p: UM —►

[0,00] defined by

p(X) = \\(DH)(X3)\\/X

is constant on each fiber UXM.

PROOF. We shall prove that the derivative of p2 | UXM vanishes. If p2(X) = 0,

then p2 attains the minimum at X and hence the derivative vanishes at X. Let

Sy = {X E UM;p(X) ^ 0} and Y be an arbitrary tangent vector orthogonal to

X E Sy n UXM. Identify Y with a vector tangent to UXM at X. Then it suffices to

show that Y ■ p? — 0 which is equivalent to

(2.2) {(DH)(X3), (DH)(X, X, Y)) = 0.
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Define ry(X),r2(X) and r3(X) by

(2.3) ry(X)=X,        r2(X) = H(X,X)/X,        r3(X) = (DH)(X3)/Xp

for X E Sy and v: Sy -» [0, oo] by

v(X) = [\VXT3(ix) + pr2(X)[\,

where 7x is the unit speed geodesic tangent to X at 7(0). Using (1.2) and the

definition of p, we have

Vxr3(7x) + m(X) = pr2(X) - (1/X2 p?)((DH)(X3), (D2H)(X4))r3(X)

+ (l/Xn)(D2H)(XA).

If v(X) ^ 0, then r4(X) is defined by

(2.5) r4(X) = {Vxr3(7x) + ptT2(X)}/v.

We have defined orthonormal vectors Ty(X),r2(X),r3(X) and t4(X) for X E {X E

UM; p(X) ^ 0, u(X) ^ 0}. Since / is 4-planar geodesic, there exist a 4-dimensional

totally geodesic submanifold P of M and an open interval / (9 0) such that rx(I) C

P, where tx = f o ^x. Thus {ri(X)}, i = 1,2,3,4, forms the Frenet frame of tx

and span T7r^X)P at n(X).

Let X E Sy n f/_M be arbitrarily fixed. Since (2.1) implies

((D2H)(X4),H(X, Y)) + ((DH)(X3), (DH)(X,X, Y)) = 0,

(2.2) is equivalent to

(2.6) ((D2H)(X4),H(X,Y))=0

for every tangent vector Y orthogonal to X. Suppose that v(X) ^ 0. Taking the

fact that t2(X), t3(X) and 74(X) are normal to M into account, we see that Y

is orthogonal to TXP. Since Vx4tx is tangent to P, we obtain (2.6) by the last

equation of Lemma 2.1. Next suppose that v(X) = 0. (D2H)(X4) is a linear

combination of r2(X) and r3(X) because of (2.4). Thus (2.6) is derived from (1.8)

and (2.1).    Q.E.D.
REMARK. In the above proof. We used conditions that / is constant isotropic

and 4-planar geodesic to prove (2.6). However, we can not replace "4-planar

geodesic" by "5-planar geodesic" because we have an example of constant isotropic,

5-planar geodesic immersions such that p depends on X E UXM. See §4.

By Lemma 2.2, p can be considered as a function on M, which is also denoted

by p. Let / be 4-planar geodesic.

LEMMA 2.3.   The function p, is constant on M.

PROOF. It suffices to show that the derivative of p2 vanishes on S2 = {x E

M; p(x) ^ 0}. Let x E S2 and Y E UXM be arbitrarily fixed. Since n > 2 and

Y • p2 = (2/X2)((D2H)(Y,X3), (DH)(X3)),

we shall prove

(2.7) ((D2H)(Y, X3), (DH)(X3)) = 0

for a unit tangent vector X orthogonal to Y. In order to prove (2.7), we must show

(2.8) ((D2H)(Y, X3), (DH)(X3)) = ((D2H)(X3, Y), (DH)(X3)).
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Assume that (2.8) holds. From (2.2), we have

((D2H)(X4), (DH)(X, X, Y)) + ((DH)(X3), (D2H)(X3, Y)) = 0

and hence

(2.9) ((D2H)(Y,X3),(DH)(X3)) = -((D2H)(X4),(DH)(X,X,Y)).

Moreover, from (2.6)

((D3H)(X5),H(X, Y)) + {(D2H)(X4), (DH)(X, X, Y)) = 0.

Therefore (2.7) is equivalent to ((D3H)(X5),H(X,Y)) = 0. Suppose that u(X) /

0. Then(rt(X),H(X,Y)} = 0 for i = 2,3,4 because of (1.8), (2.1) and (2.6). There-
—4

fore (Vxfx,H(X,Y)) = 0 because / is 4-planar geodesic. By the last equation of

Lemma 2.1, we have (2.7). If u(X) = 0, then (2.7) follows from (2.1), (2.2), (2.4)

and (2.9).

To complete the proof, we have only to prove (2.8) for every orthonormal vector

X and Y at x E S2. From Ricci's identity

(2.10)
(D2H)(Y,X3) - (D2H)(X,Y,X2) = RX(Y,X)H(X,X) -2H(R(Y,X)X,X)

and (2.1), we have

((D2H)(Y,X3) - (D2H)(X,Y,X2),(DH)(X3))

^(R±(Y,X)H(X,X),(DH)(X3)).

If the ambient manifold M is M(c) of constant sectional curvature c, then the

right-hand side of (2.11) vanishes by Ricci's structure equation (1.5), (1.8) and

(2.1).  Next, suppose that M = CPq(c) and / is totally real.  Substituting (1.5)'

into the right-hand side of (2.11), we obtain

(2.12)
((D2H)(Y, X3) - (D2H)(X, Y, X2), (DH)(X3))

= (c/4){{JX,H(X,X))(JY,(DH)(X3)) - (JY,H(X,X))(JX,(DH)(X3))},

where we have used (2.1). Let 7x be the geodesic as before and P be a 4-dimensional

totally geodesic submanifold which contains rx(I) for some open interval / (3 0),

where / is taken small enough to satisfy rx(I) c 52- Note that Ti (7), 70.(7) and

73(7) are tangent to P on I. Thus if P is totally real, then JX is orthogonal to

H(X,X) and (DH)(X3), and hence the right-hand side of (2.1) vanishes. So we

assume that P is a complex submanifold in CPq(c). Define a complex subspace ns

in Tl(s)P by

ns = Span{7, J7, //(7,7), JH (7,7), (DH)tf), J(DH)(f)}

for each .9 E I. Clearly, dimns = 4 for every s. Thus there exist functions

<_i,..., 0:5 on / such that (ay(s),..., »s(s)) ^ 0 for each s and

«i7 + a2JAi + a3H(^j, 7) + a4JH(i, 7) + a5(DH)(i3) = 0.
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Making use of (1.6), we have

ay - (Ji,H(i,i))a4 =0,

a2 + (J7, _/(7,7)><_3 + (Ji, (£>i^)(73))a5 = 0,

(J7,/7(7,7))Q2+A2a3=0,

- (J% H(i, i))ay + X2a4 + (JH(i, 7), (D//)(73)>a5 = 0,

(JY\/_ (7,7)}«4=0,

(JY\ //(7, 7)>«3 + UY*, (£_/)(73)}a5 = 0,

(JY\ //(7,7))a2 + (//(7, Y'), J/f (7,7)}«4 = 0,

where Y' is the parallel vector field along 7x such that Y'(0) = Y. If

(JY',r7(7,7)) ^0     at some t E I,

then 0:4 (£) = 0 by the fifth equation above and it is not difficult to derive ay(t) =

■ ■ ■ — a5(t) from the other equations. Therefore we see that (JY',H(i, 7)) = 0 on

/, from which

(2.13) (JH(X, Y),H(X,X)) + (JY, (DH)(X3)) = 0.

Suppose that (JY,(DH)(X3)) ^ 0. Then by (JY,H(X,X)) = 0 and (2.13), we
have ay(0) = 04(0) = 0:5(0) = 0 and the above seven equations reduce to

a2(0) + (JX,H(X,X))a3(0)=0,

(JX,H(X,X))a2(0) + X2a3(0)=0.

Since (a2(0),a3(0)) ^ 0, (JX,H(X,X)) = ±A which is equivalent to H(X,X) =

+XJX. However we have a contradiction

0 ̂  (JH(X, Y), H(X, X)) = (JH(X, Y), ±XJX) = 0.

We have proved (JY, H(X, X)) = (JY, (DH)(X3)) = 0.    Q.E.D.
If p = 0, the the second fundamental form is parallel.   In the following two

lemmas, we assume p^0.

LEMMA 2.4.   The function v is defined on UM is constant on each fiber UXM.

PROOF.   Since p is constant, we have {(DH)(X3), (D2H)(X4)) = 0 for every

unit tangent vector X. By (2.4), it is easy to show

(2.14) \[(D2H)(X4)[\2 = A V(p2 + u2(X)).

Thus it suffices to prove that the derivative of ||(Z)2i/)(X4)||2 in the direction

Y vanishes, where X E {X E UM; v(X) ^ 0} and Y is a unit tangent vector

orthogonal to X. Therefore we shall prove

(2.15) ((D2H)(Y, X3) + 3(D2H)(X3, Y), (D2H)(X4)) = 0.

Suppose that

(2.16) ((D2H)(Y, X3), (D2H)(X4)) = ((D2H)(X3, Y), (D2H)(X4)).

We proved ((DH)(X, X, Y), (D2H)(X4)) = 0 in the proof of Lemma 2.3 (cf. (2.7)
and (2.9)). It follows that

(2.17) {(D2H)(X3, Y), (D2H)(X4)) + ((DH)(X, X, Y), (D3H)(X5)) = 0.
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Since (DH)(X, X, Y) is orthogonal to rt(X) for i = 1,2,3,4, we have

(Vxtx,(DH)(X,X,Y)) = 0

and hence ((DH)(X,X, Y), (D3H)(X5)) = 0. By (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain

(2.15). _     _
We must show (2.16). When M = M(c), by the same argument as in the proof

of Lemma 2.3, (2.16) can be proved. Thus suppose that M = CPq(c) and / is

totally real. Then, from (1.5)' and (2.10),

((D2H)(Y,X3) - (D2H)(X, Y,X2), (D2H)(X4))

(2.18) = (c/4){(JX,H(X,X))(JY,(D2H)(X4))

- (JY,H(X,X))(JX,(D2H)(X4))}.

Let P be as before. Then the Frenet vectors 7i (__),..., 74 (__) of 7x span TXP

at x = tt(X). If P is totally real, then (JX,H(X,X)) = 0 = (JX, (D2H)(X4))
and we have (2.16). Assume that P is a complex submanifold in CPq(c). Since

r2(X), r3(X) and 74(A") are normal to M, (Y,Ti(X)) = 0 for i = 2,3,4. Moreover

JH(X,X) and J(D2H)(X4) are linear combinations of Ty(X),... ,r4(X). Thus

(Y, JH(X,X)) = (Y, J(D2i_)(X4)) = 0. Substituting this equation into the right-

hand side of (2.18), we obtain (2.16).    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 2.5.   The function v is constant on M.

PROOF. Similarly, it suffices to show

(2.19) ((D3H)(Y,X4), (D2H)(X4)) = 0

for every X E 7r-1(53) and Y orthogonal to X, where S3 — {x E M;v(x) ^ 0}.

The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 implies

(2.20) ((D3H)(Y, X4) - (D3H)(X, Y, X3), (D2H)(X4)) = 0

in both cases M = M(c) and CPq(c). We proved ((D2H)(Y,X3), (D2H)(X4)) = 0

for any X E 7r~1(S3) and Y orthogonal to X. Noting that 53 is open, we get

((D3H)(X, Y, X3), (D2H)(X4)) + ((D2H)(Y,X3), (D2H)(X5)) = 0.

Therefore we have only to prove ((D2H)(Y,X3), (D3H)(X5)) = 0 because of (2.20).

Since

((D2H)(Y,X3),H(X,X)) = -((DH)(X3),(DH)(Y,X,X)) = 0,

it follows from (2.7) and (2.16) that (D2H)(Y,X3) is orthogonal to rt(X) for i =

1,2,3,4. Therefore (Vxtx,(D2H)(Y,X3)) = 0 and so (2.19) holds.    Q.E.D.
By Lemmas 2.2-2.5, we have

THEOREM 2.6. Let f:M—* M(c) be a constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic

immersion into a real space form M(c).   Then f is a helical immersion of order

< 4.

THEOREM 2.7. Let f:M—> CPq(c) be a constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic,

totally real immersion.  Then f is a helical immersion of order < 4.

For the definition of helical immersions, see [20].
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3. Classification. In this section, we shall classify constant isotropic, 4-planar

geodesic immersions into 5m(l) and totally real, constant isotropic, 4-planar geo-

desic immersions into CPq(4). By the results of the preceding section, we have four

cases:

(A) A = 0,

(B) A ? 0, p = 0,
(C) Xp^O, v = 0,
(D) Xpv £ 0.

Firstly, let the ambient manifold M be a Euclidean sphere 5m(l) of constant

curvature 1. We assume that M is connected and complete. In case (A), / is totally

geodesic and M = 5n(l). In case (B), we see that the second fundamental form

is parallel and / is 2-planar geodesic. In [19], we classified all 2-planar geodesic

immersions into 5m(l). Next, let us consider cases (C) and (D) where the immer-

sions are helical of orders 3 and 4, respectively. In [14, 21 and 22], helical minimal

immersions of orders 3 and 4 into 5m(l) were determined. In the following, we

exclude the minimality from the assumption and generalize the results obtained in

those papers.

We recall some results about helical immersions (for detail, see [20 and 21]). Let

/: M —► 5m(l) be a helical immersion of order 3 or 4. Then <p = iof; M —> Em+1

is a helical immersion of order 4, where t denotes the canonical inclusion of 5m(l)

into Em+1 whose origin coincides with the center. Let A,p and v (resp. Ai,A2 and

A3) be the first, second and third Frenet curvatures of / o 7 (resp. (p ° 7) for each

geodesic 7 of M, respectively. Then we see that

A1 = (l + A2)1/2,        A2 = Ap/A1,        x3 = (p? + u2-X2Y'2,

where u = 0 if the order of / is equal to 3. The Frenet frame {ri(X)},i = 1,... ,4,

of 7x = <P o 7x at x = n(X) is given by

Ty(X) = X, r2(X) = (l/Xy){-X + H(X,X)},

r3(X) = (l/XyX2)(DH)(X3),

r4(X) = (l/XyX2X3){-X2x + X2H(X,X) + (D2H)(X4)},

where we note that (D2H)(X4) — -p2H(X, X) if the order of / equals 3 and H is

the second fundamental form of /. Define fy,. ■■ ,f4 by the differential equation

,„ jn /1 = 1 - A1/2, /_ = A1/1 - A2/3,

/3 = -^2/2 - A3/4, f4 = A3/3

with initial conditions fy(0) — ■ ■ ■ = /4(0) = 0. Moreover define £(s; X) and $(s;X)

by

as;X) = f2(s)f2(X) + f4(s)f4(X),

c(s;X) = f3(s)r3(X),

where h(X) = n(X) - (n(X),x)x (i = 2,4).

LEMMA 3.1 (CF. [20, 23]). Let f: M -► 5m(l) be a helical immersion of a
connected complete Riemannian manifold M.  Then M is a Blaschke manifold. If
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/ is not injective, then M is isometric to a sphere Sn and f is the composite of the

covering map 5™ —+ RPn and a helical imbedding RPn —* 5m(l).

Then the cut locus of every point is spherical (this fact is equivalent to the

definition of a Blaschke manifold) and we denote by L the diameter. Furthermore,

we may asume that / is an imbedding.

LEMMA 3.2 (CF. [21]).   Define £x(s;V) and (D£)(s;V;X) by

£x(s;V) = (d/d9)as;cosdX + sin6(V/[[V\[))e=o,

(DO(s; V;X) = f2(s)(Dr2)(V;X) + f4(s)(Dh)(V;X)

for every V orthogonal to X E UM. Define $x(s; V) and (Dc)(s; V; X) in a similar

manner.  Then

(fy(s))2H(V,X) + fy(s)(Ds)(s;V;X)

= F(s)fx(s; V) - tx(s; Ai(s;X)V) - $*(«; Ai{a.x)V),

where F=l- X^f2 - A2(A1A3)-1/4.

LEMMA 3.3 [21]. Let Cut(z) denote the cut locus of x, b = F(L) and a —

f[(L). LetXEUxM. Then
(1) tx(s) = F(s)x + fy(s)X + i(s;X) + c(s;X),
(2) Cut(x) = {bx + f(L;V);VE UXM},

(3) fy(L) = f3(L) = 0,  (/{)2 + (f3)2 = 1, F' = -fy,
(4) Ai(L.x)V = bV for every v E {X}1- ifa = 0,

(5)

(fx(s; V), H(X, X)) = (P(s; X), H(X, V)) = 0,

(Cx(s; V),H(X, X)) = (c(s; X), H(X, V)) = 0 for any V E {X}x,

(Z(L; X), H(X, X)) = b- a, (c(s; X), H(X, X)) = 0,

where we identified M with (p(M) C Em.

Making use of the above three lemmas, we prove

LEMMA 3.4. Let f: M —♦ 5m(l) be a helical imbedding of a connected, com-

plete Riemannian manifold M. If the order equals 3, then M is isometric to

a Euclidean sphere Sn. If the order equals 4, then M is isometric to one of

Sn, RPn, CP"/2, QPn/4 or Cay P2 with canonical metric.

PROOF. Put a3 = f'3(L). From (3) of Lemma 3.3, a2 + a\ = 1. Suppose that

the order equals 3. Assume a ^ 0. By the same argument as Theorem 4.1 of [21],

a3 = 0. Thus a = ±1. If a = 1, then (3.1) implies that f2(L) = f4(L) = 0 and hence

b = 1 which contradicts the injectivity of /. Noting that (1/Ai)2 + (A2/AiA3)2 = 1

(cf. p. 74, Remark [20]) and using (3.1), we conclude a = b = -1. From (2) of

Lemma 3.3, it follows that Cut(i) consists of one point for every x. Thus, by

the well-known Berger theorem (for exmple, see [2]), M is isometric to a sphere.

Assume a = 0. Differentiate both sides of (3.2) twice at s = L. Using (3) and (4)

in Lemma 3.3, we have fx(L;Ae,{L.x)V) = -2<;'X(L;A^(L,X)V) for V E {X}^.

Take the inner product of both sides and H(X, V). Then A^,^L.X)V = 0 because

of (5) of Lemma 3.3, from which t\x(L;Aill[L.x)V) = 0 for every V E {X}x.
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If £(._;X) = 0, then b = — 1 which contradicts (4) of Lemma 3.3. Thus we see

that £(._•;X) = aH(X,X) for some nonzero a and every X E UXM. Moreover,

differentiating (1) of Lemma 3.3 twice at s = L,

H(ix(L),lx(L))-TX(L) = Z"(L;X).

Thus £,"(L;X) ^ 0 and so t]"(L;X) = P£(L;X) for some nonzero /?. Since

(S,(L;X),H(X,X)) = qA2, we have b ^ 0. Using (4), £X(V) = 0 for every

V E {X}-1. This means that £(X) is independent of X E UXM. We have proved

again that Cut(z) consists of one point for every x.

Next, suppose that the order equals 4. If a ^ 0, then we can apply the same

argument as [21 and 22] to the (not necessarily minimal) helical immersions of

order 4. (See Theorem 5.7, p. 786 [21] for the case a > 0 and §4 of [22] for the

case a < 0. In those papers, the minimality of the immersion was essentially used

to prove a ^ 0.) In the case a ^ 0, we see that M is locally symmetric and hence it

is a compact globally symmetric space of rank one since M is a Blaschke manifold.

Assume a = 0. We have j4?'(_;x) = 0 by the same argument as the case where the

order equals 3. Since a3 = ±1 and$'(L;X) = (AiA2)_1a3(.D__)(X3), A(Dh)(x^) =

0 for every X E UM. Making use of Gauss and Codazzi's equations, we conclude

that M is a locally symmetric space.    Q.E.D.

Next, we explain the iih standard minimal immersions and helical immersions

constructed by Tsukada [24] (cf. [2, 7]). Let (M,g) be a compact symmetric space

of rank one. Let V, be the rth eigenspace of the Laplace operator A on M, p,

the ith eigenvalue and dimY, = m(i) + 1. Define an inner product ( , ) on Vi

by (<p,tp) = fM4>tpdv, where dv denotes the volume element of M. Taking an

orthonormal base {<Po,- ■ ■ ,<Pm(i)} in Yj, we define a map $^: M —► _Jmw+1 by

®i(x) = Ci ■ (<po(x),...,<pm(i)(x)), where Ci = {volM/(m(i) + 1)}1/2. Then $<

becomes a full, helical minimal immersion of (M, (pi/n)g) into a unit hypersphere

in Em^+1, which is called the ith standard minimal immersion into 5mW(l). For

distinct nonnegative integers iy,...,ir and positive real numbers ay,...,ar such

that Y^a\ = 1, define *<,)...,ir!a1,...,or by

where m(iy,... ,ir) = ^m(k)+r— 1. Then this map becomes a helical immersion of

(M, g'), where g' — {(*>_ a\pik )/n}g. Tsukada [24] proved that if / is a full helical

immersion of a compact symmetric space of rank one into a unit sphere, then there

exist iy,...,ir and ay,...,ar such that / is congruent to $ii,...,ir;ai,...,ar (that isi

there is an isometry \_ of the unit sphere such that / = *°'J,j1,...,ir;a,,...,ar). See also

[7]. Tsukada computed the order of $i,.tr;_i,...,<*, of compact symmetric spaces

of rank one except for Cayley projective plane. Using the argument developed in

[10], we easily see that his result is also true for a Cayley projective plane.

LEMMA 3.5 [24]. When M — Sn, the order of $»,,...,tr;_i,...,_r *« equal to

max{i'i,... ,ir} if iy,... ,ir are all odd or all even, and

1 + max{odd numbers in  iy,... ,iT} + max{ewen numbers in  iy,... ,ir}

if {iy,... ,ir} contains both odd numbers and even numbers. When M = RPn,

CPn/2QPn/4 0T QayP2, the order of $;,,...,,,.;_,,...,_, is equal to 2 x

max{iy,... ,ir}.
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Using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we obtain

THEOREM 3.6. Let /: M —+ 5m(l) be a constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic

immersion of a connected, complete Riemannian manifold M. Assume that f is

full. For convenience sake, we abbreviate $ti,...,i-;_i,...,_r as {iy,... ,ir}, where c*fc 's

are determined by the immersion f.  Then we have

(A)M = Sn, /»{_},

(B) M = Sn, / « {2}, {0,1} or {0,2}, M = FPn'e, f » {1} or {0,1},
(C)M = Sn, /«{3} or {1,3},

(D)
M = Sn,

f » {4}, {0,3}, {0,4}, {1,2}, {2,4}, {0,1,2}, {0,1,3} or {0,2,4},

M = FPn'e, /« {2}, {0,2}, {1,2} or {0,1,2},

where e = 1,2,4 or 8 according as F = R,C,Q or Cay.

Secondly, let /: M —► CP9(4) be a constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic, totally

real immersion of a connected, complete Riemannian manifold. We shall prove that

f(M) is contained in a totally real, totally geodesic submanifold of CPq (4) in cases

(C) and (D).

LEMMA 3.7. /// is a helical immersion of order 3 (resp. 4), then, for each

geodesic 7 of M, there exists a unique 3 (resp. 4)-dimensional, totally real, totally

geodesic submanifold P- such that r((—00,00)) C P1: where 7 = 707.

PROOF. Let / be a helical immersion of order 3 (i.e., case (C)). Define fix

by nx = Sp{Tz(X),Jn(X): i = 1,2,3} C Tn(x)CPq(c) for X E UM. Since
Ti(Xys are orthonormal and nx is a complex subspace, dimHx = 4 or 6. Let

7x be the unit speed geodesic such that 7x(0) = n(X) and 7x(0) = X. By the

assumption, there exist a 4-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold Px and an

open interval / (3 0) such that rx(/) C Px, where rx = / ° 7x- Such Px is not

necessarily unique. Denote by Tx the set of Px's. Here, we note that every totally

geodesic submanifold of CPq(c) is complex or totally real because of (1.4)'. Since

the intersection of a 4-dimensional complex totally geodesic submanifold and totally

real totally geodesic submanifold is a totally geodesic submanifold of dimension < 2

and p ^ 0, if some element of Tx is complex, then Tx consists of one complex totally

geodesic submanifold Px. Since Ti(X):s are tangent to Px, if Tx contains a totally

real Px, then dimHx = 6, and if Tx contains a complex Px, then dimHx = 4.

Therefore we see that

{Xec/M;dimnx = 6}

= {X EUM;Sp{ry(X),r2(X),T3(X)} is totally real}.

It is easy to show that the left-hand side is open in UM. On the other hand, the

right-hand side is closed since it is characterized by equations (Jri(X),Tj(X)) =

0 (i,j = 1,2,3). Thus if {X E UM;dim Hx = 6} ^ 0, then this set coincides

with UM. We have shown that every element of Uxet/Af ^Xi i.e., every Px is

complex for all X E UM or totally real for all X E UM. Assume that Px is

complex for all X.   Then by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3,
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(JY,H(X,X)) = 0 for all orthonormal vectors X and Y. Put X(6) = cos6X +

sin6Y. Differentiating (JX'($),H(X(0),X(6))) = 0 at . = 0 and using (1.6), we

have (JX,H(X,X)) = 0 for every X E UM. It follows from (1.1), (1.2) and

(1.8) that (JX,(DH)(X3)) = 0 for every X. Again from (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) and
(D2H)(X4) = -p2H(X,X), we obtain (JH(X,X), (DH)(X3)) = 0. Therefore

dimnx = 6, which is a contradiction. Thus every Px is totally real. Since Px

is isometric to RP4(1) and v = 0, there is a 3-dimensional totally real, totally

geodesic submanifold P and an open interval I (B 0) such that rx(-0 C P C Px.

Noting that /i^O and the intersection of two 3-dimensional, totally real, totally

geodesic submanifolds is a totally real, totally geodesic submanifold of dimension

< 2, we see that for each geodesic 7 there exists a unique 3-dimensional, totally

real, totally geodesic submanifold P, such that t((—00,00)) C Py.

Next, let / be a helical immersion of order 4 (i.e., case (D)). The existence and

uniqueness of P-, follow from the assumption that / is 4-planar geodesic and v ^ 0

(cf. Lemma 2.1 of [18]). Assume that there exist X, Y E UM such that Plx is

complex and PlY is totally real. Take a smooth curve X(t) in UM that satisfies

A^O) = X and X(l) — Y. Consider a function u on [0,1] defined by

u(t) = Snp{(JX(t), Z);Z E T,r(XW)P,X{0, [\Z[\ = 1}.

The tangent space of PyX(0 at ir(X(t)) is spanned by ry(X(t)),..., T4(X(t)) which

vary smoothly and hence it is a smooth curve in the Grassmann bundle of 4-planes

over M. Thus u is a continuous function. Since every Plx,t) is complex or totally

real, u(t) — 1 or 0 for each t E [0,1]. It follows that u is contant. However

u(0) = 1 and „(1) = 0. We have shown that P1 is complex for every geodesic

7 or totally real for every 7. Assume that Plx is complex for every X E UM.

Since JX is a linear combination of t2(X),t3(X) and 74(X), if Y is orthonormal

to X, then (JX,H(X,Y)) = 0 by means of (1.8), (2.1) and (2.6). Differentiating

(JX(0),H(X(9),X'(O))) = 0 at 6 = 0, we get (JY,H(X,Y)) + (JX,H(Y,Y)) -
(JX, H(X, X)) = 0. By (1.6), (JX, _/(__, X)) = 0 for every X E UM. Also we have
(JX, (DH)(X3)) = 0 in the same way as the case (C). Thus (JX,r4(X)) = ±1 on

UM. Since n > 2 and the left-hand side is the restriction to UXM of a polynomial

of degree 5, we have a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3.8. Let f: M —► CP*(4) be a totally real immersion. If, for every

X E TM, andij E {l,...,d},

(3.3) (J(D'-2H)(Xl), (D]-2H)(Xi)) = 0,

then the subspace Od(x) defined by

Od(x) = Sp{(Dt-2H)(X1,...,Xt):i = l,...,d,Xy,...,XlETxM}

is totally real in TxCPq(4), where x is arbitrarily fixed and (Z?_1 H)(X) (resp.

(D°H)(X,Y)) is understood as (D~lH)(X) = X (resp. (D°H)(X,Y) = H(X,Y)).

PROOF. We prove

(3.4) (J(D*-2H)(Xy,...,Xt),(D>-2H)(Y1,...,Y])) = 0       (l<i,j<d),

for every Xy,... ,Xt,Yy,... ,Yj E TXM by the induction with respect to r = i + j.

If r = 2, then (3.4) holds since (JX,Y) = 0. Assume that (3.4) holds for every i,j
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such that r is not greater than p (< 2d). Let r = p + 1 (1 < i,j < p). We regard

the left-hand side of (3.4) as a multilinear (p + l)-form. From (3.3), we have only

to show that this form is symmetric. If j > 4, then Ricci's identity

(DhH)(X,Y,Xy,...,Xh)-(DhH)(Y,X,Xy,...,Xh)

= R±(X,Y)(Dh-2H)(X1,...,Xh)

-J2iDh~2H)iXy,...,R(X,Y)Xt,...,Xh),
t

(1.4), (1.5)' and the assumption of the induction imply that

(D^-2H)(Yy,...,Yk,Yk+y,...,YJ)-(D^2H)(Yy,...,Yk + y,Yk,...,Y])

= linear combination of H(-, ■),..., (D3~4H)(-,...,).

It follows from the assumption of the induction that for every i, j with i + j — p+1

L.H.S. of (3.4) is symmetric with respect to every pair chosen from {Yr,...,Y3}

and similarly, it is symmetric with respect to every pair chosen from {Xy,..., Xi}.

Thus it suffices to show that L.H.S. of (3.4) is symmetric with respect to Xy and

Yj. Differentiate

(J(D*-2H)(X\,.. .,Xl), (D>-3H)(Y2\ ..., Y/)) = 0

in the direction Yi, where X' means the vector field such that X'(x) = X and

VA"" = 0 at x. Then, using (1.1) and (1.2),

(J(D'~lH)(Yy,Xy,.. .,Xi), (Di~3H)(Y2,..., Yj))

+ (J(D*~2H)(Xy,..., Xi), (D>-2H)(Yy,Y2, ...,Yj)) = 0.

Since (i + 1) + (j — 1) = p + 1, the first term is symmetric with respect to Xy and

Yt, and hence so is the second term.    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3.9. In the cases (C) and (D), there exists a totally real, totally geodesic

submanifold Q (= RPh(l)) such that f(M) c Q and /: M —> Q is full.

PROOF. For each X E UM, Sp{ri(A:),... ,rd(X)} is totally real in virtue of

Lemma 3.7, where d = 3 or 4 according as (C) or (D). Thus (3.3) holds in cases

(C) and (D). By Lemma 3.8 0_(x) at a distinguished point x is totally real in

TxCPq(4). So, we have a totally real, totally geodesic submanifold Q tangent to

Od(x) at i (which is uniquely determined). Let y be an arbitrary point of M and

7 a unit speed geodesic connecting x with y. Let X = 7(0) E UXM . The curve

7 = / o 7 satisfies the Frenet equation

T = Ty,      V^Ty=rlyT2,      V^72 = -^-yT^y + rCj7i+i (2 < f < d — 1),

V^7_ = -rCd_i7d_l,

where we have put Ky = X, k2 — p and k3 = v. The initial conditions are r(0) = x

and 7;(0) = rx(X) (% — l,...,d) which are contained in 0_(i). Consider a curve u in

Q whose zth curvature is Kj for i = 1,..., d and which satisfies uj(0) = x, QJi(0) —

Ti(X) (i = 1,...,d), where uj1 is the ith Frenet vector of u. Since Q is totally

geodesic, the fundamental theorem of ordinary differential equation implies r = uj.

Thefore f(y) E Q. It is easily verified that /: M -^ Q is full.    Q.E.D.
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We lift /: M —» Q to /: M —► 5fc(l) by the Riemannian covering p: 5fc(l) —►

RPk(l) = Q. Since / is also a full constant isotropic, 4-planar geodesic immersion of

type (C) or (D), we can apply Theorem 3.6 to / and have the complete classification.

Next, we consider the case (B). In this case, the second fundamental form is par-

allel. Thus the classification reduces to that of isotropic, totally real submanifolds

with parallel second fundamental forms, which was done in Naitoh [11] (see also

[12, 13]). He showed that the following cases occur

(Bi) JTXM C (Nl)1- for every x E M,

(B2) JTXM C Nl for every x E M,

where Nl is the first normal space at x defined by Nl = Sp{H(X, Y); X, Y E TXM}.
Since (3.3) holds in the case (Bi) and so 02(x) = TXM + Nl is totally real, there

exists a totally real, totally geodesic submanifold Q such that f(M) C Q and

/: M —► Q is full (by the same argument as Lemma 3.9). Thus case (Bi) reduces

to (B) in Theorem 3.6. It is easily verified in case (B2) that there exists a complex,

totally geodesic submanifold N of CPq(4) such that f(M) C N and f:M—>-Nis

full (cf. [11, 12]).

LEMMA 3.10 [11-13]. Let M be an n (> 2)-dimensional complete, simply

connected, totally real, isotropic submanifold of type (B2) with parallel second fun-

damental form in CPq(4). Then dime N = n,M is isometric to one of the sym-

metric spaces; R2, R x 5""1 (n > 3), SU(3)/SO(3), SU(6)/Sp(3), Ee/F4, and
the immersion is rigid.

The concrete construction of totally real, isotropic, parallel immersions of the

above symmetric spaces were also given in [11 and 12]. Here, we simply denote

them by $. It suffices to examine that $ is 4-planar geodesic. Since the above sym-

metric spaces are of rank two, for a given geodesic 7 of M, there is a 2-dimensional,

flat, totally geodesic submanifold F of M such that 7 is contained in F. The re-

striction of / to F inherits the properties that / is totally real, isotropic and the

second fundamental form is parallel. Thus, by Lemma 3.10, the universal Riemann-

ian covering manifold of F is isometric to R2 and f(F) is contained in a complex

2-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold.

THEOREM 3.11. Let f: Mn —► CPq(4) be a constant isotropic, 4-planar geo-

desic, totally real immersion of a complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold

(n > 2). Let ty: RPk(l) -► CP«(4) (resp. t2: CPn(4) -» CPq(4)) be a totally real
(resp. complex), totally geodesic immersion, where k = dimQ.  Then we see that

(A) M = Sn,f^iyoP (k = n),

(Bi) M = Sn, FPn/e, f ss ty op o (immersion in (B) of Theorem 3.6),

(B2) M = symmetric spaces in Lemma 3.10, / w i2 o _>,

(C) M — Sn, f ss Ly op o (immersion in (C) of Theorem 3.6),

(D) M = 5™, FPnle, f k. tyop o (immersion in (D) of Theorem 3.6), where

F^R.

4. An example of isotropic immersion T2 —► 55(1). In this section, we

give an example of constant isotropic immersion of a torus T2 into 55(1). It is

5-planar geodesic, but not 4-planar geodesic. We show that the function p defined

by p(X) = \\(DH)(X3)\\/X depends on X E UXT2 (cf. Remark §2). This example

was given in the study of stationary 2-type surfaces in a sphere (see, M. Barros and
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B.-Y. Chen [1]). Notice that we can not replace the assumption that / is 4-planar

geodesic by 5-planar geodesic in Theorem 2.6.

Let / be a map from E2 to E6 defined by

(4.1) f(u,v) = (l/v/6)(2cos_cosi/,2cosxsin?/, \/2cos2_,

2 sin x cos y, 2 sin x sin y, \/_sin2x),

where (u,v) E E2 and x = u/y/2, y = \f6v/2. It is easily verified that f(E2) C

55(1) and / is an isometric imbedding of a flat torus. Let 7 be a geodesic of E2

which is given by

u = as + a0,        v = /3s + 0o,

where s is the arc-length parameter and a2 + 02 = 1.   Since r(s) = (f o 7)(s)

satisfies

f = d2f/ds2 = H(^)-T,

H being the second fundamental form of the immersion /: i?2 —► 55(1), we have

H(l,i) =t + t. Using (4.1), a straightforward computation shows

(4.2) P(7,7) = (l/\/6){(l - e2) cos(x + y) + (l- 62) cos(_ - y),

(1 - e2) sin(j + y) - (1- 62) sin(j - y),

\/2(l - 2a2) cos 2x, (1 - e2) sin(a; +■ y)

+ (1 - <52) sin(i - y), -(1 - e2) cos(„ + y)

+ (1 - 62) cos(a; - y), \/2(l - 2a2) sin 2x},

where x = (as + aoVv^, y = VG(/3s + /?0)/2, e = (\/2a + v/6/?)/2 and 8 =

(y/2a - v/6/?)/2. Therefore we have A2 = ||#(7,7)||2 = 1/2, which is independent

of 7. Noting that
7 +7 = -A27 + (£>__)(7,7,7),

from (4.2)

(DH)(i,i,i)

(4.3) = (l/\/3)a(4a2 — 3){— sin a; cos 2/, — sin _ sin t/, (l/v2)sin2_,

cosxcosy, cosxsiny, — (l/\pl) cos2a;}.

Therefore we see that the first normal space at each point is 2-dimensional and its

orthogonal complement in the normal space is spanned by

{— sinxcosy, — sin_ siny, (l/\/_) sin 2x, cosxcosy, cosxsiny, —(l/v2) cos 2_}.

Let X = ad/du + P/dv at (a0, Po)EE2. Then

p(X) = 2||(JD//)(X3)|| = |a||4a2-3|.

It follows that p(X) = 0 if and only if a = 0 or a = ±v/3/2. Finally, let (ao, 0o) —

(0,0) and /3/a = 2/v/3. Then a = ±\f3/\/l and the image of the geodesic; u = as,

v — (2a/\/3)s is given by

(l/v/6)(2cosxcos 2x, 2cosxsin 2x, v2cos2x, 2sin xcos2x,

2sinxsin2x, \/_sin2_),

where x = as. Since the coordinate components are linearly independent, this

curve is not contained in any 5-plane through the origin of E6. Thus it is not

contained in any 4-dimensional great sphere of 55(1).
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